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High turnout
By John Salerno
Elections for the Student
Organization 's executive board
, were held in Co ll ege Center on
Tuesday. Nearly 600 students voted
in the election. The po~ition of
President of Student Organization
went to Mark Goodman; Vice President went to Jeeva Sri; Secretary
went to Maureen Cummings; Danny Rodgers became Assistant
Treasurer; Jeff Massamillo became
Assistant D irector of NSA (National
Student Affairs), and Kathy Swanson
became Assista nt Secretary.
Pu blici ty for th e candidates was
an iss ue in thi s yea r's election s,
especia ll y in the race for President
of Student Organi zati on.
"You cou ld n' t walk out of your
room without see ing ca mpaign
posters," said Yves Marie Frage after
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Student Organization elections

voti ng. "But, I was well informed
group." The group ran on a platform
about the issues."
of increased student involvement in
Stanley Matthews, Vice Presiden- the Co llege, and increased services
tial contender urider the Cougar to students.
Coa lition, said that his gro up
The most expensive race was for
generated nearly 5,000 leaflets for President of Student O rganization.
the campaign. However, he said his Candidate Tara Stuart estimated that
group did not put up many posters she had spent 300 dol lars on her
around campus. "We didn't put up campaign, and Mark Goodman sa id
as· much advertising because we
that he spent around 200 dol lars.
didn't know who would be voting
Some of Goodman's money went
or why."
to a camper parked in fro nt of the
The Couga r Coa lition ra n can- Coll ege Center d istributing free
d idates Eri ch Ru chs fo r President, do nuts (Good man said he gave
Stanley M atthews for Vi ce President, away 10 dozen).
and w rite-in cand idates Li sa Clark
Tara Stuart put up cam paign
fo r Assistant Treas urer, Chery l .
LeGrand for Secretary and Linda posters, fli ers and stickers around
campus.
Hall for Assistant N SA D i rector.
Candid ate Stanl ey M atth ews
The race for President was the
described th e goa ls of th e Cougar closest in the elections. Mark GoodCoa lition as a " holi sti c v iew of the man won by a margin of nearly 80
community from a multi-ethni c votes.

Mark Goodman, after learning of his victory in Tuesday's Student
Organization elections.
Photo by Jim Cunningham

Few students show up to protest studeizt aid cuts
By Patrick M cCa ffrey
WASHINGTON , D.C. (CPS)Relatively few students showed up
to protest President Reagan's proposed cuts in student aid and to lol:r
by i n Congress to defeat the propo sa l s,
but
d e monstration
organizers ca lled the events successful anyway.
Some 400 students registered for
the U.S. Student Associatiion's
~ '5,-.) annual "Nat\ona\ Student
Lobby Day" March 16, while
another student. group, The National Student Roundtable (NSR),
hosted about 200 participants in a
separa te effort the prior week.
By contrast, 7,000 students showed up i n Ma rch, 1982, to protest
and lobby against proposed student
aid cuts. As recently as 1985, USSA
was able to attract 3,000 students to
what it billed as a show of student
opposition to cutting student aid .
''The num bers are way down
from just a few yea rs ago," observes
Dr. Arnold Mitchem of the Nati onal
Council of Education Associations.

" I don't kn ow if it's o rganization
problems or larger issues.
" Of course, a few years ago national focus was different and USSA
dealt with broader issues."
The USSA's Mary Preston attributes the lo.v turnout to a number
of factors, including a shift in the
USSA's organizational focus and less
concern among students about the
proposed cuts.
Students, she speculates, may
assume that Congress, which has rejected many - though not all - of
President Reagan's proposals to cut
student aid every year since 1983,
will defeat the proposal s again .
Pres ident Reagan's proposals thi s
time, however, were more radi cal
than in past years.
In January, th e president proposed abo lishing the Co ll ege WorkStudy, State Student Incentive Grant,
Supplemental Educati onal Oppo rtunity G rant and National Direct
Student Loan prog rams, ending
Guaranteed Student Loari (GSL)
subsid ies, and drastica lly cu tting

fundin g for the GSL, Pell Grant, w ho were sincere in th eir efforts."
Preston agrees that smaller could
federal anti-drug and black college
· be better. " If we' re better organizprogram s.
ed and better prepared, we can do
If passed, more than one million
a better job of lobbying. But then
students would lose Pell Grants,
the numbers fell off in the actual
while two million would lose funlobbying effort.
ding through the elimination of
" Less is not more,' ' argues John
other programs. About 340,000
students would be affected by cuts Skare of the National Student
Roundtable. "'We wanted as many
in the TRIO program for disadvanstudents as we could get. Our effort
taged students, while as many as 25
percent of the students rtON getting

isn't aimed at smaller,

GSLs could lose all or part of their
loans.
Such di re threats, however, apparently didn't provoke students into protesting.
"Students aren't as excited these
days at th e cry of 'wo lf,' " Preston
says.
Th ose who did sho.v up, ho.vever,
seemed more comm itted to lobbying, adds Mitchem, who spoke at
the USSA ra lly.
" Th ey weren't here on a lark as
sometimes was the case a few years
ago,'' he says. " Th ey were more the
freshly scrubbed type of studen ts

cohesive lobbying groups."
Skare says he was pleased
nonetheless to get 200 students at
his effort because the one-year-old
group is relatively new at
organizing.
Skare and Preston did not feel that
smaller numbers indicated declining interest in federal aid to hi gher
education or to stud ent assistance
on campuses.
"I wouldn't put a negative i nte rpretation on the lobbyi ng,'' Ska re
suggests. " O m rontacts w ith ca mpu;es show interest increasi ng in
these issues, not declining."

more

And both leaders sa id their lobbying did some good. Both were
confident Congress will reject the
cuts, and that current fundin g levels
will be maintained will possible increases in Pell Grants.
" We were on the Hill at an excellent time," Preston says. " Both
the House and Senate budget committees were

mar\c.ing up their

budgets at the time of our lobbying."

While NSR will continue its lobbying activities on the local and
state levels, USSA will hold wh at it
call s ' ~ ction Days" on April 1.
USSA hopes stud ents thro ughout
th e country w ill w rite letters to and
call members of Congress and other
federal offi cials on behalf of student
aid in hi gher educati on.
The same day in Washingto n,
USSA w ill hold a joint press confe rence w ith other national student
groups. Th ere also will be a second
lobbyi ng effort at that time on
Capito l H ill .

CEC holds wheelchair hockey .game
By Charles D. Ward
The Council for Exceptional
Chi ldren (C.E.C.) held its annual
whee lchair hockey game between
the Ph i Beta Delta and disabled
students from the Disabled Students
Association on Friday. The disabled students won 8 to 5 in front of
a crowd of about 100 spectators in
D:-\ngola gym.
"The Deltas put up a good fight
this year, but they real ly d idn't have
the stamina to keep up w ith the
d isabled playe rs," said C.E.C.
membe r Lisa Da l Pan. "T hey
couldn't really hand le the stick and
move the chai r at the sa me time, as
the other team could ."
Whee lchair hockey is played
much like street hockey, excpet that
the hockey sticks are plastic and
stand about two and a half feet high.
Rick McGovern of Phi Beta Delta and Andy Phillips face off.
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Long
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the non-handicapped fraternity
members play in wheelchairs, ex-·
cept the goalies for both teams, who
lay on the floor.
The event made 120 dollars for
C.E.C:, which used the money for
the handicapped on campus.
About 20 disabled students were
at the event, of which 10 students
played. Seven players were on the
field at a time for both teams.
"The disabled players are really
competitive," sa id Phi Beta Delta
brother Kevin Doyle. "Luckily, we
were on a half-court this year. Last
year, we played on a full court and
they ran circles around us. They play
hard, too. They jammed the brakes
on our cha irs and jammed their
sticks in the spokes of our wheels."
" I'm glad a lot more people
showed up,' ' said Delta brother And rew Mollica," more students were
there thi s year. Th at's a pretty good
sign."
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What's up at

The Counseling Center

• • •

.Cooperative Education Program

Co-op jobs equal academic
credits, salary, work experience
1) Job Order ~97 Marketing Co8) Job Order #982 Accounting Coop - Food Broker, 20 hrs./wk ., op-Equipment Corp. , 15-20
$7.50/Hr., PIT.
hrs./wk., $5.50-$6.00/hr., PIT.
2) Job Order #996 Early
9) Job Order #899 Business CoChildhood Co-op-Child Care op-D ay Care Center, 15-20
Center, 20 hrs./wk. , No Salary (In- hrs./wk., $4.00/hr., P/f.
ternship), PIT.
10) Job Order #920 Business Co.3) Job Order #995 Finance/Mar- op -Reta i Ii ng Corp., 37½-40
keting/English Co-ops-Publishing hrs./wk., $6.00/hr., FIT.
Corp., 40 hrs./wk., $250/wk., FIT
Summer.
4) Job Order #993 Business CoChange Your Life!
op-New York City Bank, 20
Visit the Cooperative Education
hrs./wk., $7.78/hr., PIT.
Office (Townsend Hall, T 209) and
5) Job Order #991 Psychology/ learn how Co-op can help you to
Health/ Fine Arts Co-op- Youth develop a career and life direction
Club, 40 hrs./wk., No Salary (Intern- and relevant work experience.
ship), FIT Summer.
Eligibility: Matriculated junior or
6) Job Order #987 English/Com- senior status 3.0 or hi gher grade
munications Co-op-Publishing
point average. Academic credits
Corp., 2-3 Full days/wk., Stipend, . (1-15) vary by department. Telephone
P/f.
(527-2357) or visit for an
7) Job Order #984 Accounting Coapplication.
op-CPA Firm, 15-20 hrs./wk.,
Dr. Michael G. Helliwell-Director
$5.00/hr., PIT.
Let's Cooperate Together

"Career Day"
A special Kean College event,
" Career Day", wi 11 be held in Downs .
Hall on Friday, May 1, 1987, from
11:00 a.m . to . 2:00 p.m . Over 50
organizations from a variety of fields
including high technology, finance,
retailing, education, government,
health, and social services have
agreed to send representatives to
talk with students about career opportunities and to provide information about their companies.
Representatives

from

many

graduate schools in the area have
also agreed to attend in order to
discuss graduate programs with interested students.

There will be no speeches or
structured activities. Each organization will have an assigned table and
students can circulate freely and talk
with representatives on a one-t0-0ne
basis. Students are encouraged to
bring resumes.
All Kean College students are invited to attend this important event,
sponsored by the following departments: Career Services Center,
Cooperative Education, Adult Advisory Services, and Exceptional
Educational Opportunities.
For further information , ca ll the
Career Services Center at 527-2040.

Dear Connie
Dear Connie,
I am twenty-one years old and I'm
seeing a guy who is twenty-five.
We're more than boyfriend/girlfriend, more like "best friends". My
mother doesn't like him and I'm
tired of making up stories about
w here I'm goi ng or who I am going out with. I know she loves me
but I can't take her running my life
anymore.
Signed,
Old Enough
To Make Own Decisions
Dear "Old Enough To Make Your
Own Decisions,
You are not alone with the problem you present with your
boyfriend . Most mothers are bound
to have an opinion about their
daughter's boyfriend and may feel

that they need to interfere. This may
happen out of the need for the
mother to protect her daughter from
a relationship she feels is unhealthy
and may cause her to get hurt or out
of the mother's personal fears
based on her experiences.
Either way, it is frustrati ng and
hard for the daughter to deal with
as an adult. Maybe an understanding of what your mother fears may
help you both to be more comfortable. If you can ask her what
speci fically she dislikes about him,
you are in a better position to li sten
to her, accept what may be useful
of her insights and thereby take a
less defensive stance. If you are able
to at least listen openly, you should
then be able to honestly assert your
right to be involved in the relationship as long as you do so within

reasonable limits and without offending her moral expectations of you
while you are supported by her. If
your lying is bothering you, it's probably bothering your mother also.
She needs to respect your ri ghts to
make your own decisions now
about your life and you do deserve
to make them. She may feel left out
of your new life and as if you don't
need her. This is difficult for both
of you, because a certain separation
is needed in order for you to mature
as an individual. You both need to
understand each other's fears and
needs and then gradually let go to
an extent. Good luck and come in
and talk to a counselor if you want
to.
Sincerely,
Connie
Please send letters to: Dear
Connie, Bookstore Bldg., Rm . #126.

''You think you've got probleills''
By Cay Lumsden
Aunt Susie sniffs delicately and
tosses aside your three-page list of
things you have to do before school
ends in May. "Listen;' she continues, " you young people just don't
know about pressures. No responsibility, that's the trouble with you

.,

Aunt Susie, poor soul, doesn't
know what being in college is like
these days. How can you convince
her? Don't bother. What you really have to do is convince yourself
that you aren't a superperson and
then find a way to handle your life.
First, do make a list of every goal
you have to reach and of each
deadline.
Second, prioritize those items.
Ask yourself, what is really important? What isn't very important? At
least for the time being, scratch the
not-very-important things off your
list, and make a special list of the
most important items.
Third, for each of the most impor-

tant goals, make a com prehensive
list of everything you must do to accomplish the final result. (It's a
good idea to do this on index cards,
with a card for each item.)
Fourth, with ca lendar in hand,
organize the list of tasks and date
the-time each step should be accomplished. (To set the dates, go
backward from the final due date.
For example, if you have a term
paper due May 10, it should be
typed by May 7, it should be drafted
by May 6, it should be researched
by May 4 ... When should you start
the research? If it's a paper that requires, say, ten articles, you probably should allow yourself at least
fifteen hours of library per week ,
Fifth, after you have planned the
work for each major goal, make a
large calendar record that includes
all the tasks for each goal. As you
do this, you find that you have to do
an interview with a medical professional for a research report and you ·
also have to go to the dentist. Why

not call ahead, ask for an interview,
and combine two trips into one? (Interview the dentist before the Novacai ne hits you, though!)
Finally, carry small tasks with you
and work on them when you have
a minute or two. For your> research
report on health professionals, for
example, carry along a xerox copy
of an article to read and make notes
while you're waiting for your appointment with the dentist. You may
not have thought of having your
teeth checked as an opportunity for
research, but there it is!
What you will find is a certain
peace of mind in knCM'ing what you
have to do, knowing what you absolutely cannot and will not do, and
knowing what you are accomplishing step-by-step.
If you still want to convince Aunt
Susie, show her your calendar.
Maybe she' ll be impressed. Even if
she isn't, you'll be impressed - by
your organization, your accompli shment, and your s~tisfaction.

mstorical Perspective
By Tom Green
Phi Alpha Theta, the History
honor society, and WKNJ, in their
first cooperative effort, have produced Historical Perspective, a half
hour weekly radio show on Tuesday
nights between 5:00 p.m . and 5:30
p.m. This is the first cooperative effort of its kind.
According to the show's producer,
station manager Robyn Lansafama,
the purpose of the show is to put
co ntemporary subjects into a
histori ca l perspective. Every week
there is a different professor with a

different topic to discuss. Calls from
the public are taken and discussed
over the air.
The show has had a slow start,
with little support from students.
However, according to Phi Alpha
Theta president Daryl Hanson,
" The last few shows have shown an
upsurge in the number of the audience and in participation."
When asked about the show's
prospects for next semester, Robyn
Lansafama sa id that if an audience
for the show can be generated, it
will go on.

Graduation Daze?
There are thousands of potential employers out there. But only 100 best companies to work for. Here 's the book
you need to start your career off on the
right track. "Full of surprises .... This
book should be read by all." - Thomas J.
Peters , co-author of In Search of
Excellence
$4.50

THE100
BEST COMPANIES
TO WORK FOR IN
AMERICA

By Robert Levering, Milton Moskowitz
and Michael Katz
(!)SIGNET
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The pregnancy test for your
· eyes only. ~~~~~~-

J....l

Private, portable, and easy to read, e.p.t. Plus™
can tell you if you're pregnant in as fast as
10 minutes. You can use it as soon as one day
after a missed period. And e.p.t. Plus has '
proven 99% accurate in lab tests. e.p.t. Plus,
a fast and easy way to know for sure. '

Early p,egna,icyTest
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What's your favorite thing to do with your mouth?

By Andy Kossowsky and Chip Powell

April Pawlowski
Elanor Wykpisz
To xxxx my boyfriend Mike from
Villanova .

Geralyn Toolan
To xxxx Elanor's boyfriend Mike
from Villanova.

Kiss!
Dave Grassie

Eat!

Lisa Dal Pan
It's too difficult to pick just one
thing because everything you do
with your mouth is fun .

Correction
In last week 's paper, in the story,
" Renovations in residence halls';
we stated that Dougall Hall had a
card-activated security system. In
fact, only Whiteman Hall has that
sort of security system .

C. Pesce
Make a fish face!
Kim Hemmes
Smile, because it brightens your
day!

Maria Kuhn
I'll let you know when I get my
braces off.

Kona
I like to chew on things; anything
at hand .

Campus aw(!,reness fesUval plans
games and contests for everyone's
enjoyment.

By Wanda Lewis
Planning for the 1987 Campus
Awareness Festival is now in full
gear. This will be a two day, funfilled, getting involved, free food extravaganza. The first day will begin
with clubs, Greeks and genera/
organizations setting up booths for
information and recruitment.
Throughout the day there will be

A new possibility being worked
on is a special mini-fair game booth
section, sponsored by the campus
groups.
The second day will begin with
more games and give-aways. There
will also be lh1e bands and free food
throughout the day.

Planning meetings for the Campus Awareness Festival are open to
everyone, and all ideas and suggestions are welcome. This is also a
good way to get those famous CAF
tee shirts. Please contact the office
of Student Activities at 527-2044, or
stop by the office in room 143 in the
College Center. Remember, as one
famous American said, "Life is not
a spectator sport:'

, WHEN IN SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA VISIT ~NIVEASAL STUDIOS TOUR
. . .N MCA caM-...NV

MICHAEL J. FOX

• "

Room reservations
The Office of Student Activities
will be accepting room reservations
and vendor requests for Fall
semester 1987 beginning Monday,
May 4, 1987. All interested student
groups and academic departments
must fill out all necessary paperwork and adhere to the following
guidelines:
1. All requests for meeting rooms
must be made at least one (1) week

Activities upon initial request.
5. Additional services (i.e. AudioVisual, Food Services) are the
responsibility of the individual
group making request. Groups
should contact: Audio Vi sual - IRC
- 2nd floor Hutchinson Hall - extension 2073 - Food Services Downs Hall - extension 2287.
6. All requests for Little Theatre
must be made with Dave Porter,
Director, ,heatre of Performing Arts,

in advance.
Extension 2088.
2. Alf requests for special events
7. Faculty and administrative
(dances, conferences, cultural pro- departments coordinating events ingramming) must be made at least volving outside community partwo (2) weeks prior to the events.
ticipation, must make all arRequests are subject to approval
rangements through the Office of
after consultation with sponsoring
Community Services, 2nd Floor Adorganization and the Office of Stuministration Bldg., extension 2213.
dent Activities.
8. Vendors and cake sales will be
3. All policies regarding
scheduled on Tuesday, May 5, 1987.
maintenance and security charges
Requests for vendors (jewelry,
will be strictly enforced. Forms for
plants, etc.) must be presented in
services may be picked up in the
person will all information
Office of Student Activities and ' necessary (name, dates, Social
returned by given deadline date.
Security number or Tax I.D.
4. Student groups and academic
number).
departments requesting space on a
In the event that a function is beweekly basis should submit all ining cancelled by a group or departformation (dates, times, room size
ment, please contact the Office of
preferred) to the Office of Student
Student Activities immediately.

LICCARDI MOTORS LEASING

COLLEGE
GRADS
SPECIAL LEASE TERMS AVAILABLEI
There's no such thing as
an overnight succe$s.
Brantley Foster took
two weeks.

1) NO MONEY DOWN~~
2) NO COSIGNER IS
REQUIREDI
fl "' J~
3) PREFERRED RATEi
/ foY8~~i~~~rgi

1~./r~',

-THE SECRET OF MY•

SUCCESS

I~mil'i'i~
NEW '87 PLYMOUTH SUNDANCE
$l'7~34

Over 2500 Cars To Choose!
I

2 dr. liftbock, w/sld: 2.2 lit, 4 cyl, fronl-whl. drive, P/S,
P/B, bkt. sis w/duol recliners, opt. incl: auto. air, AM/
FM stereo. r/def, full console w/cent. armrest, t/
gloss, conv. spore. VIN393576. Stock #1971. One In
stock. List Price S9,907. 48 mo_/60K mi. closed end
lease w/S200 sec dep. &. no money down Total of
Payments: $8,368.32.

OPEN DAILY
9-9:30
SAT. TO 6

CALL FRANK O'BRIEN

752-7373

per month

CALL US
TODAY FOR
DETAILS

• Price includes freight & dealer prep; excludes licensing costs and laxes.
Ask for complete details. All terms to qualified buyers. Not responsible for
typographical errors. Bring this ad at time of purchase for advertised price.
■ A RASTAR PRODUCTION • A HERBERT ROSS FILM ■

-

"THE SECRET OF MY SUCCESS" • HELEN SLATER• RICHARD JORDAN • MARGARET WHITTON •

• SCREE NPLAY BY JIM CASH &JACK EPPS, JR. AND AJ CAROTHERS• STORY BY AJ CAROTHERS• MUSIC BY DAVID FOSTER•
PG ·l3 , ..,.,. . , _ , ...,_,..,. • EXECUTIVE PRODUCER DAVID CHASMAN • PRODUCED AND DIRECTED BY HERBERT ROSS • AUNIVEIISAl Picture
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Letters
Editorial

Condoms prevent spread of aids
Dear Editor,
In regard to the article a few
weeks ago, " Prevent the Spread of
AIDS' : the issue of condoms being
made available on campus was
introduced.

Condoms on campus
The question of condoms on campus is
steadily becoming a topic of concern to sexually active students on campus, and rightly so.
In a time of many sexually transmitted
diseases, condoms play a very important
role in intercourse and should be available
to anyone wishing to obtain them.
The bookstore made condoms avai Iable
to the campus about two months ago. A
good step, but not enough. The bookstore
employs many student peers. Some students
may feel intimidated to purchase a condom
from these peers, that they may be acquainted with.
Condoms were once avai I able In
restrooms
in
many
commercial
establishments. They should be reinstated
once again. It is proven that more females
purchase condoms than males. Therefore,
they should also be available in women's
restrooms.
In a situation such as thi s, privacy must
be taken into consideration - privacy that
would otherwise be denied, if the only

The article brought out the important fact that at the present time condoms are the only form of protection available besides practici ng
abstinence. Since thi s is ·a college
setting anyone who believes that
abstinen ce wou ld be practiced by
th e Kean college student bod y is
totally naive. Not only would the

everyone needs to release pressures
or spend time with someone they
love.
Why should they not be allowed
to conduct their sexual activities
safely?
Since the introduction of the
spreading of the AIDS virus, we
have yet to hear anything from our
college health services!·Why? What
are their views and opinions?
Come on, health servi ces - inform us about how to protect
ourselves!
Signed,
An Active Part of the Student Body

Rebuttal: On Aids and condoms
Dear Editor,
As an afternote in respon se to
reaction s raised by our letter entitled " Prevent the Spread of Aid s," let
us reaffirm our position which favors
the campus-ready condom.

The 'new rul e' of acceptable promiscuity is not ' new' nor is it a
'rul e'! Any sexually responsible person wi ll know that the amount of
increased promiscuity is barely raised at all by condom avai lability. A
person w ho has experienced the excellent course enti tl ed " Hu man Sexua lity" available at school knows of

the reluctan ce of many people to
use condom s as it is, and common
sense tell s us that the number of
peopl e usi ng con traceptives must
pass the number of sexually acti ve
people before th ey can be said to
ind uce prom iscui ty.
it is not the d uty of the coll ege to
provi de contracepti on, but, as our
previous letter suggests, it is the duty
of concerned students and campus
o rganizations.
We are talki ng about a health, not
a moral issue, and the 'guise of safe
sex' is no disguise at all . In fact, the
authors of our letter happen to be

responsible, si ngle-partner peopl e.
We just know the way things are on
campus, and that there's more than
one way to catch health-and lifethreatening STD 's. There's no need
to pass on moral judgments in the
gui se of ignorance, and those that
feel fi t to j udge in th is fas hion
should be prepared to live with the
conseq uences of low awareness.

ssss
Students Supporting Safe Sex
P.S. And remember, if you're goi ng
on spring break somewhere - play
it safe!

A job well done

resource tor condoms was the bookstore.

The College Center rest areas are the ideal

locations for condom vending machines. It
is one of the most highly trafficked areas <;>n
campus.
Health services should also provide condoms for the student population, since condoms are preventive measures for unwanted
pregnancy as well as sexually transmitted
diseases. Health services provides literature
concerning topics such as these. However,
they should do more in the area of conveying to the student body that this literature
is avai Iable. If students know that condoms
are not provided, they may assume literature
also is unavailable.
This issue should not be one of moral
judgements. Anyone of college age has
developed his or her own value system and
needs no one else dictating it. It is an individual decision. Therefore, it is imperative
that a sexually active individual have access
to all birth control methods, not just
literature concerning it.
In more enlightened areas, some television management have chosen to air commercials on condoms to their consumers.
Many magazines now carry ads and have
for years. Many other campus health services
currently provide all condoms to their
students. It's time for Kean to recognize this
need.

availability of condoms assist in the
prevention of the spread of AIDS, it
would also control the possibility of
unwanted pregnancy.
Just because condom s would be
made available does not mean that
they are being forced on the student
body or condoning ' sexual
behavior'. The condoms could be
made available in the college
restrooms. Thi s would keep them
out of sight of the general public but
make them readily available to parties searching for protection .
Yes, thi s is a college and we are
here to study and learn but

1

Dear Editor,
Last week at the Student Org. officers' speeches, one of th e
Presidential candidates publicly announced that I am doing a " lo usy
job" as Pres ident of the Commuter
Club simply because I have 25
members out of a possible 10,000
commuters at Kean. Apparently, thi s
candidate was far less informed than
his rivals, Mark Goodman and Tara
Stuart, and so the need for thi s letter to help this individual become
more aware of the obvious.
Since the Commuter Club started
in September '86 our " lousy job"
includes quite a number of social
events, such as a holiday party
where many members from other
groups such as ISA, New Student
Committee, and Student Org. attended. Around the same time a bus
trip to NYC with the NSC also took
place. Now, as an officially
recognized group we are planning
a Video Dance/Lip Synche contest
with the help of CCB, NSC, the
Freshman Class, the Freshman
Center and Student Org., for May 7.
Even the Residents Association has
recently approached us about working together on various projects. So
you do see that a lot of people are
aware of our existence and are quite
will ing to support us.
On a more practical note, we've
made AAA avai lable to everyone at
Kean at a discount rate of $31.00 per
year, yet with all the benefits of free
towing, tire changes, etc. These applications are avai lable in the
Freshman Center, the lobby of the
library, and the Commuter Lounge
in J-130.
For evening students we do have
evening meetings. Usually in attendance are representatives from CPTS
and Student Org. Together, the
needs of the nighttime commuter
are addressed .
Even publicity has never been a
problem . For starters, we've parti cipated in every type of activities
fa i r including the Campu s
Awareness Festival. In fact, " The
World Is One At Kean" gave . the
Commuter Club first prize for the
best display, which isn't bad for a
group that was only three weeks old
at the time.

Also, everything CC does receives
publicity via ads and articles in the
Indy, flyers strategica lly placed
throughout campus, and finally
throu gh letters sent to everyone on
th e mailing list. We don't claim to
be perfect but we do make an
honest effort to reach as many people as possible.
In all, I believe that it is the quality
of the work put out by the members
that determines the success of an
organization, and not the number

of names that appear on 'a list.
I hope thi s letter has enlightened
thi s certain individual, as I think it
was a shame he wasn't informed
enough to better represent himself
last week. In any case, I hope that
he'll see things as they rea lly are and
change his line from that of a " lousy
job" to a job well done.
Very truly yours,
Lisa Rehm, President
Commuter Club
The Driving Force at Kean
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Keen.
- ------------------------00 Kean
By Manny Cantor

Speak out for our survival, too
Eagerly I read one after another
of the student replies to last week's
SPEAK OUT question: Which do
you feel is more important to the
country, education or defense? I was
pleased and proud at the results.
Every statement showed there had
been prior thought and firm conclusions. I pondered this small sampling of student sentiment. For some
years the founding and ongoing activity of the Kean College Peace
Center has been my principal extracurricular activity. I am extremely
sensitive to student expression on
any of the many questions related
to the effort to reduce and eliminate
the threat of a nuclear holocaust
The SPEAK OUT poll results
could be duplicated on every college campus in the country. Of
course the self-i nterest factor is an
important element. Nevertheless, I
believe a poll of the public generally
on this same question would bring
a less unanimous, yet overwhelming support for the proposition that
we should make big cuts in expenditures for armament and spend
more on education. Despite this
strong citizen sentiment, confirmed

by many opinion polls, the Ad-

ment of his policies. Republican
ministration, and Congress, have
Senators and Congressmen did not
acted in the other direction, for dare to break ranks. The Democrats
more armaments, and for cuts in
most often went along, fearful of befunds for education. Why this flauning charged with weakening nating of the people's will .and the
tional defense or being soft on comcountry's best interests?
munism . How firm they will be in
A most potent explanation is the , the new situation is not yet
super-powerful pressure of the Pen- established.
tagon and the network of industries
A big problem in marshaling the
related to so-called "defense" - the opposition to nuclear war is the
" military-industrial complex" about complexity of the issues involved .
which Dwight D. Eisenhower warn- Most people feel over their head s
ed . The interests of the people, and are prone to " leave it to the exhumanitarian considerations, are perts". The Pentagon and the Adglossed over. The lure of billions ministration and the armaments inupon billions of guaranteed profits, dustries have no problem to prowithout the risks of private invest- duce these experts and to give their
ment, is irresistible. So is the pro- opinion the widest circulation.
spect of break-throughs in These findings are strongly suspect
technology from the huge expen- because of the special interest these
ditures, even if the programs, like generals and admirals and scientists
S.D.I., Star Wars, prove to be flawed . have in the continuity and expanCoupled with this is the unwaver- sion of their programs. The fact is
ing support of the Reagan Ad- that a big majority of scientists of all
ministration guided by the principle disciplines, former diplomats and
that might makes right and its arms negotiaters, joined by inreliance on military solutions. Un- numerable retired generals and adtil recently it has been possible to mirals, all are in opposition to our
make the President's personal recent and current stance on arms
popularity appear as an endorse- reduction, and on star wars.

Letters Continued

The Iran scandal and education
An open letter to President Reagan
I have been following with keen
interest the \ran scandal, the Presi-

dent and his bodies involvement.
W:! are all aware of the impact it

The entire nation is in total

darkness with the Iran scandal. For
the full story of the lrangate matter.
In fact we still don't know the

had on the American go.emment in
terms of international compatibility.
For one moment, the Reagan
government was proceeding with
brilliant fireworks over the harbour.
The next moment the Iranian scanda I burst up through the
floorboards.
The Reagan government, the
phenomonon that had defied so
much of the 80's that had given the
decade its agenda and style, seemed to collapse in a bizarre shambles.
As with the president the ·1ast half
of his second term is already in the
valedictory mode. The Iran affair
simply hastened the process and
abruptly concentrated the nations'
mind.
The entire nation is in total

knew about and approved this
scheme? (2) And what happened to
the money?
Nevertheless as we already heard
from the Tower Commission and
from other sources these are two
fundamental legal remedies to
adopt in order to prevent future
lrangates.
The first would outlaw the practice of the White House and the National Security Council conducting
convert operations.
The second outlaw the private
government strategy by which
government coverage is used to
raise funds from foreign governments and others.

College Corner

By Allen Moss

answer to the two main questions:
(1) Who in political responsibility

History also taches us that such
scandals unfortunately, will recur,
but 'llloe can at least reduce their
likelihood and provide a better legal
frameloYOrk for discouraging their
repetition and discwering the facts.
The strategies pursued in lrangate,
as in watergate and by the Intelligence Agencies while different
in detail, were in fact identical in
principle. These actions were
designed to evade our constitutional
system by eluding all accountability. Why in the world would the
White House (Reagan) decide to
run this operation rather than let the
Central Intelligence Agency do it?
Why was the director of Central Intelligence ordered to violate the law
requiring him to report actions to
Congress? These and some other
questions were unanswered in all
Reagan press Conferences. The
spending of public funds generated
from arms sale, Reagan and his abled Lieutenants believed these funds
could be spent despite the thenexisting statutory orobhibition
against spending public money in
aid of the Contras.
The artifice here of course, was to
characterize what are really public
funds as private money. This was a
cute new trick played by Reagan
and hi s troops that needs to be
outlawed . If funds are so raised, they
shou ld be declared public funds to
be deposited in the U.S. Treasury.
How could these funds be called
private when the administration obviously · used its government
coverage to raise them?
How much money would President Reagan, Secretary of State
Schultz, Mcfarlane, Poindexter, and
Oliver North have raised from
places like Saudi Arabia if they were
not in office?
If this new strategy to avoid the
constitutional restraints on the executive is not outlawed is there any
end to what future president's might
try? If in the face of this record Congress does not act, future President's
surely would argue that Congress by
its inaction condones such activity.
Victor Jesse Faceil

(To Be Continued In Next Issue)

Peace Activity on
Campus Needs Spark
The lull nationally in the peace
mo.ement has been evident at Kean
College. The meeting last Sunday in
Downs Hall serves as a useful example. Considerable effort went into the planning of a most instructive
presentation and discussion of two
very important documents on the
question of nuclear war, the
bishops' pastoral letters of the
Catholic and United methodist
churches. The time, the place, the
publicity was geared to the students
in the dormitories. About thirty persons took part, but only a few were
dorm dwellers.
Bishop Thomas Gumbleton of
Detroit played a big role in the drafting and discussion of the pastoral
letter of the U.S. Catholic bishops
on nuclear arms. He spoke at Seton
Hall Monday night. The advance
publicity indicated what he would
say. The peace movement has
begun to "build again". There has
been an " upsurge" of the people to
"stop the development of new
weapons, stop the testing and stop
the use of outer space for further
nuclear arms strategies." Advocates
of nuclear disarmament " have to in-

sist on some kind of steps on the
part of our government to move us
toward fulfilling the conditions attached to the use of nuclear arms."
Bishop Gumbleton called for a ban
on nuclear arms testing as a "first
step towards genuine progressive
disarmament." The Bishop not only shows us the way with his words,
but also with his actions. He will be
a participant in a demonstration in
Nevada on May 5 at the nuclear test
site where he will commit nonviolent civil disobedience to protest
continued testing of nuclear
weapons.
In the remaining space, here is a
little-known quote from a letter
then-President Eisenhower wrote in

1956:
"When we get to the point, as
one day we will, that both sides
know that in any outbreak of
general hostilities, regardless of the
element of surprise, destruction will
be both reciprocal and complete,
possibly we will have the sense
enough to meet at the conference
table with the understanding that
the era of armaments has ended and
the human race must conform its
actions to this truth or die."

Fight for charity
Dear Editor,
On March 22nd two fraternities
suited up to do battle on D'Angola
Football Field for a worthy charity.
Sigma Beta Tau and Sigma Thet.i
Chi played a very intense flag football game to rasie funds for the
Leukemia Foundation. Everyone
who helped make this football
game a success can be proud that
$637.00 was raised through the
publicity for the game, ticket sales,
food stands, and donations. Special
thanks go to Diane Ross and the
Leukemia foundation, Nu Theta
Chi, Alpha Theta Pi, Omega Sigma

Psi, Nu Delta Pi, Lambda Chi Rho,
Lambda Alpha Theta, and Delta
Sigma Pi for all their help in promoting and selling the Football
_fight For Charity. ,-\, :,po.cial than,\..,.:,

to Beverly Flowers and the Intramural staff who refereed the
game and to Mike Timney who announced the football game. I hope
that next year everyone will come
out and support this Football Fight
For Charity and make it as successful as this year.
Sincerely,
Tom Moritz
Brother of Sigma Beta Tau

The Independent
Congratulates
The 1987-1988
Executive Board
I

'

Of

Student Organization
President - Mark Goodman
Vice President - Jeeva Sri
Secretary - Maureen Cummings
Asst. Secretary - Kathy Swanson
Asst. Treasurer - Danny Rodgers
Asst. N.S.A. - Jeff Massamillo

Good Luck In
The Upcoming Year!
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Arts and Entertainment
Long on Song - The Joshua Tree
By Billy Long
St. Patrick's Day has come and
gone, and a person would think that
he has heard the ·last of the Emerald
Isle for awhile. Not this year. The
Irish spirit is kept alive in the form
of Rock 'n' Roll. Straight from
Dublin comes U2's latest release
The Joshua Tree.
Now do yourself a favor. Drop
what you ' re doin', jump in the car,
get down to the record shop and
buy this record. It is the best album
out so far this year and it will probably win a Grammy at the end of
the year.
The message of hope runs
through most of the songs. Faced
with the political social problems in
their homeland and the rest of
Europe, th e group addressed problems in a roundabout way without
giving any definite solution. It
seems that faith and their religion
are a big factor in helping them to
think that maybe someday things
will get better. It (religion) is mentioned often but not a lot and I

wouldn't call this a religious album
either.
Some critics don't like it when a
band gets political or mentions
religion. They'll say "Music isn 't
here for your statements, just give
us something we can dance to." I
disagree. BOB DYLAN's music is
great and every song is a statement.
JOHN LENNON was probably the
biggest on putting social issues into his mu sic. I guess it all depends
how a person interprets a song.
Some people listen to the melody,
while others pay more attention to
the lyrical content. I find if you
listen to both equally, you can
understand fully what the band is
trying to get across. An upbeat song
with words of repression may signify
that the songwriter has hope and
things may change. The work ing of
music and lyrics into one idea is
what makes U2 's music great.
Diversity explains the various
songs in the album . From a happy
ballad such as Trip Through Your
Wires to the cutting EDGE (get it)

in Exit or Bullet the Blue Sky, which
has a bass line that sounds a lot like
TED NUGENT's Stranglehold.
SCOTT MUNI ofWNEW-FM, said
this will be one of the biggest
albums ever in terms of sales. I'm
sure by now that it's almost a gold
album (if it isn't already) . You will
hear it all summer on the beaches
or the lakefronts. So don't be left
out, buy this album and get with it.
You ' ll be glad you did . ..
If you didn't go see THE
PRETENDERS at Radio City last
week, then you missed one of
todays' best live acts. Before the
show, I wasn 't a big fan of the band .
That was changed by the end of the
night. THE SMITHEREENS opened
up the night. I don't think they had
a sound check which made the first
three songs sound like garbage, but
it wasn't their fault. But when things
were finally balanced out, the place
started to jump. Their 2 hit singles
Behind the Wall of Sleep and Blood
and Roses were the big crowd
pleasers. After a rough start these

NJ natives did a great job and it
won't be too long before they' re
headlining big shows.
After a 25 minute intermission,
the lights dimmed and a wild synthesized bass line filled the sold out
hall. Sn:ioke filled the stage, wild
colors constantly changing behind
the drummer and keyboardist, leav-

· ing only their silhouettes to be seen.
This is definitely th_e wav a Rock 'n'
Roll show should start, with a lot of
excitement. It is usually a telltale
sign of how the rest of the show is
going to go.
CHRISSY HYNDE showed a real
(Continued on Page 7)

The PRETENDERS new lineup performed last week at Radio City.
,

Our Constitution

was bornoutofaG1C9phony

~------ofcompetmgvo1ces.
But today the freedom of
speech that remains the hallmark
of our Constitution may be
threatened.
The NAAAF Essay Contest is
designed to emphasize the importance of free speech and open
debate in a vital area.
In his best-selling book, They
Dare to SpeakOut: People and
Institutions Confront Israel's
Lobby, former Congressman Paul
Findley sounds an alarm: "It is clear

that many Americans do not feel they
can speah freely on one of the most
complicated and challenging current
issues: The Arab-Israeli dispute."
ls heright7What do you think?
Full time college and univer1787 Signing O t ,e Constitution, eorge Washington Presiding, by Howmd Cha11, er Ch,·isty
sity Students are invited to submit a critical essay of 2,500 words or less I Pkas;;-sc;d..; c~1pkte~u idcli~s ~d - 7
I
on the subject "The Development of American Middle East Policy: Is
entry forms.
Free Speech Threatened?"
There \Vi.ll be 200 regional winners of $1,000 each and 10 national
winners of an additional $4,000 each.
The contest is sponsored by the NAAA Foundation, a charitable
M,lJOT
organization which carries out educational programs on Middle East
subj ects.
Television commentator Tom Braden serves as Honorary Chairman
of the Selection Committee. Distinguished columnist Carl Rowan is
HotTI(.' Add ress
Awards Chairman.
I
Send us the coupon for details and entry forms.
1 Send to: NAAA Foundation, P.O. Box 19144,
L ~sh~ng~n,~C_:0026 _ _ _ _ _. _J
Entries must be postmarked by May 31, 1987.
'\ amt.'

TheNAMFoundarion&ayConrest
Commemorating the Anniversary of the Constitution • 200 Years • 200 Winners
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. Movie · review: Blind date
By Sharon MacBride

Today you will read half of a
review, since I left the Linden movie
theater 45 minutes into Tri-Star Picture's latest release, Blind Date. My
friend Michele is responsible for
even this much being in print; she
made us wait until she finished her
popcorn .
Blind Date stars Bruce Willis of
- need I say - Moonlighting fame
as Walter Davis, an executive of a

financial management firm on his
way up the corporate ladder. Kim
Basinger (9½ weeks) is Nadia Gates,
the beautiful bl ind date whom
Walter brings to an important client
dinner. "So what's the activating circumstance?'; is the burning question in the minds of all of you at this
moment. Nadia loses all control
under the influence of alcohol. In
short- she's a wild drunk. The rest
is predictab le. At the dinner Nadia
is feeling no pain and, among other

alcoholic antics, insults the firm's
important Japanese client, causing
Walter to be fired. Along with his
newly acquired unemployed status,
he also must contend with Nadia's
psychotic ex-boyfriend David,
played by Night Court's John Larroquette. The film continues in Murphy's Law fashion - whatever can
go wrong will go wrong - and is
based on the philosophy "anyth ing
for a cheap laugh ." The win ner in
the distate category is the phallic art

•

IS

unsightly

exhibition which is used as a
backdrop to a scene between Bruce
and Kim . Unfortunately (or is it fortunately?), I cannot relay one word
of dialogue to you concerning this
great moment in motion pictures
due to certain set distractions.
Blind Date is a compilation of a
group of good acto rs and a bad
script, written by Dale Launer. The
movie attempts to sell itself on the
la urels of the ta lent invo lved. I am
especially shocked that Bl ake Ed-

wards directed Blind Date, considering his many cinematic
sucesses, his most famous being the
seven Pink Panther classics.
My friend Patty turned to me during our short stay at the theater and
said, "If I was Bruce, I would ha-.e
gotten rid of her (Nadia) the minute
she started getting sloppy at the
company dinner." "Well, I replied ,
"then we wouldn't have a movie."
-

Hey, not a bad idea.

U2

Long On Song (Continued from Page 6)

Blind Date - Nadia Gates (KIM BASI NGER) and Walter Davi s (BRUCE
WILLI S) visit an art gallery and have a run-in with David Bedford OOHN
LARROQ UETTE), N adia's psychoticaUy jealous ex-boyfriend.

talent as a leading lady and the rest
of the band was in top form . After
awhile Radio City looked like a high
school dance. Everyone was up,
people in the aisles having a grand
ole time for themselves. This dance
went on for over 2 ½ hrs., the band
playing such hits as City Was Gone,
Chaingang, Brass In Pocket (their
encore and their latest hit My Baby.
Radio City is a great place to see
a show. And it's made even better

when a crowd knows how to have
a good time without wrecking
things (ex . IRON MAIDEN at
Meadowlands Arena) . I don't see
how a crowd couldn't have a good
time at this show. It was the best l'-.e
seen in ;1 long time, and I definitely got more than I paid for .. .
BUDDY RICH , the selfpreclaimed " Best Drummer in the
World," died on April 2nd after a
long bout with cancer. Rich was
always well liked and se lf-centered .
He was always at home on stage

(having been there since the age of
2) and constantly looking to play.
That band in Rock ' n' Roll Heaven
just lucked out .. .
The people who put the Amnesty International Conspiracy of
Hope Tour together last summer say
that a similar event will take place
in the summer of 1988. No details
are available yet, but they 've said
some of the acts that will perform
donated their services last summer.
Look for U2 to be involved once
again. Unit! next time - later.

AWORDFROM
"PTIHON"PISCOPO EX•WRESnER
ABOUT MILLER LITE

© 1986 Miller Brewing Co., Milwaukee, WI

THERE'S

ONLYONE

"DUH"*

LITEB&R
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*TRANSLATION : A SUPERBLY BREWED, FINE TASTING PILSNER BEER .
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Classifieds.
$$$ for ride from Roselle Park to
Kean ewry day. 8:30-9:00 a.m. (1 _
way only) Please call Jeanne Ma-jor, Co-op Ed, a.m. or p.m.
(8:30-4:30), 527-2357 or 527-2387.

For Sale. 1978 Chevrolet Caprice
Classic. 4 dr. , A/C, stereo, new
tires, body and mechanically excellent, 117,000 mi. Asking $1500.
Call Eddie (201) 344-3279.

Off The Record Entertainment.

1

Having a party? Getting married?
Why not hire a professional D.J.
We have a wide variety of music
from Abba to Zebra. Call (201)
686-3318 between 2 p.m. and 10
p.m. Ask for Bill.

Mathematics Tutoring. All levels of
college math including ca lculus.
Reasonable rates and times. Call
687-3956, ask for Gary.

Beautiful nails done by Beverly.
Tips, wraps and manicures. Low
prices. 763-5814.
Lost: Gold "A" ring in VaughnEames building. If found , please
drop it off at the Independent office. Holds great sentimental
value.

D.J. For Hire. Music for all affairs,
6 years experience - reasonable
rates. Call Bob at 233-6551 . Leave
message.

Term Paper Blues? For reliabl e service at reasonable rates submit your
paper's requirements and a TAYLORMade paper w ill be Ghost-Written
for you by Graduate students!!! If interested, drop off your name, phone
#, and paper requirements to: d o
Vi ce President, Townsend Lecture
Series, Student Org. (CC-128). Act
now!

Great Buy! Sturdy reliable old
Volvo. A steal at $600.00! Great for
commuting to class. Automatic, 2
door, new transmission. 256-6844.

Computer Science book found
In Townsend, March 5. Contact
Karen at 789-1886 between midnight-2:00 a.m.

For Sale 1984 Honda V-65 Sabre
1100. Excellent running bike and
fast. 12,000 miles, well taken care
of, must see. Asking $3,000 or
best offer. Call Brian at 354-7140.

Typing Service. Professional
typist , resumes, dissertations,
statistical tables; letters, theses,
term papers, reasonable rates.
Call Eileen at 964-1763.

Ride Needed. From Kean to
Summit area on Mondays and
Wednesdays at 12:05. Call John
at 635-7042.
Lost: Brown leather jacket at Pub
February 19. Very important to get
keys that were in it back. Please
return to C.C.B., Student Activities
or the Independent. No questions asked.
· Wanted: Please donate any old
gowns or costumes to the Music
Department that may be suitable
for Medieval Renaissance
Festival. They may be dropped off
at the Music Department office
from 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. For
further information call Evelyn
Bleeke at 527-3178.
Spring Break From $99. Island
and sun spots. Fort Lauderdale
and Daytona, Jamaica, Bermuda,
Cancun. See Mike, third floor
library at travel sign or call
469-1593.
Lost. I lost my wallet in the Pottery Studio. Please, if you know
where it is, keep the money, just
return it. The things inside are
sentimental and are of great importance to me. Bring to police
station.

ADT Resume Service. 828-8192
Resumes that are creative and effective. We offer assistance in composition, design of your resume, and
word processing services.
Lost: Seiko rectangular, black
leather watch. If found please
bring to Emel Gunduc at 309
Sozio.
For Sale. 1977 Plymouth Volare 4
Door Sedan. Automatic trans.,
new battery, snow ti res. 71 ,000
miles. $900 or best offer. Call
evenings 964-01 27.
Wan ted : Energetic, h ighly
motivated students willing to work
PIT 4:30 and 8:30 nightly. Average
work week will be approx. 20 hrs.
$10.00 per hr. guaranteed . Own
transportation is a must. Call Harris Kelly or Toby McClure at Harri s Home Design s at (201 )
245-2525.

IIARCH PAPIRS

16,278 to choose from-:-"all subjects

Tired, exhauated, experiencing
streu? Why don't you get away
on a vacation for a ½ hour to 1
hour. Set up an appointment for a .
certified, Swedish, sport or foot
massage or purchase a special
gift certificate. can Steven J. Gutt-man, C.R.M.T. at 687-4549.
·

Mr. B's Tickets. 5/29-5/31
Genesis - Meadowlands & Philly. 5/4,6,8,9 Billy Joel Meadowlands. 5111,12,13 U2 Meadowlands. 3128 - Iron Maiden
- Meadowlands. 4/13 - Yankee
Opener vs. Cleveland. For tickets
call: 354-0876.

Or, rush s2.oo to: Research Aalstance
11322 Idaho Ave. '206-SN. Los Angeles, CA 90025
Custom research also available-all levels

- - - - - - Independent Personals-----Founded, Meet met Thursday nite
April 9 in Sloan Lounge, 8:00 p.m.
Be the girl with the red rose and I
will be waiting. Seeking

Larry, Sorry for all the abuse, over
the past 2 months. It was fun while
it lasted. Hope you enjoyed your
birthday. Jacky

To Danny: This is something so new
and exciting to me. I have a head
full of dreams. Here's to the future.

Dear Patti, Happy Birthday, baby!
Charleston, here we come! As ever,
with love, Dr. Steve

Congrats to all the new sisters of
Ze!a Delta Pi. Love ya, Your Sisters

t-91, t-81, Oh, no, Huntress, it's not

Constance Jasper - Terrrbly, terJerome, Do you read these personal s? From someone in your Bus.
Org. & Mng. (M,W 12:15-1:30) that
happens to be very interested .
Please respond. Ms. Shy

Hey, Gordo! Thanks for getting the
old fetzer val ve pumping aga in .

ribly sorry bout the mix-up. I've had
those responsible put to.death. An-

Psyche Ed.-A.
too late - My destination is love
and I have set my course for a
rendezvous w ith you!

Mark in Whiteman & Nu Sigma
Phi, I've seen you from afar and

Huntress, Starship revisiting, I need
your wildness, need to tame your
body and soul, lift off to ' new
heights with me, rendevou s 4/9/87,
4:00 p.m. C-36

would love to get a closer look much closer! Hot For You

CBCT . .. I work M-F, 10-3 .. . I'd

dy K., Photo Ed

Love, Vern
John - 208 Whiteman, To know
To My Sexy Baseball Player .#25:
Have a great season. Love Always,
Terri

each other. Respond soon! Love,
The ALL Nighter

John (PT), Have a Happy Birthday,

To )ammin~ Woof-been doggin' fine.

and after spring break we' ll get
together for some fattening
chocolate cake. Maximum Density

We've got make plans to woofaround! Mi ss your bark. Call soon .

me is to love me. Let's get to know

The Original Dogwoman & Faithful
Companion

KC Lacrosse Player, Who has has
Business Stats. (M ,W 9:25-10:40) To The First her Little Sisters of Phi
Did you ever have the feeling you ' re Beta Delta: Let's hear it for house
being watched? Well, you are.
and the builders! Love Always,

rather meet you in person anyway.
Say 4 on Friday (4/10) in front of the
Bookstore. Wear something green

... The Huntress
JEWISH BOY! SEEKING JEWISH
GIRL. MUST LIKE CUDDLING,
HUGGING AND EVERYTHING
THAT COMES NATURAL! l'VE GOT
A BIG HEART FOR A SPECIAL PERSON! REPLY - THE JEDI

Wanted: One cute female into having fun times at fun places and all
that other fun stuff that goes with
having fun with one cute (and fun)
male. Signed: Fun (and cute) Male

Schlemey, Face, and Batgirl
Athena, The Indy " Date-Line," just
what we need. Two real women in Jerome, There are only a few very
search of two real men. Signed, A good looking men on campus and First there was Rambo, now Cobra!
Friend Who Misses You
you are at the top of that li st!!! Wi sh . The sign of the 80's. No man knows
Jerome, Wish you 'd come to class

we could get together!! Do you
commute?? Ms. Shy

more often! Do you ever get the
feeling that you' re being watched?? Luvnit, Watching you from a
Cause I've definitely got my eye on distance. Hoping that we can meet.
you!! Ms. Shy
Girl in Qi.iant. Class

Angelo (Mr. Attitude), NEXT time
you wear your sweats inside out,
remember . . . cut the outside label.
Just some friendly madvise so you
won't be embarrassed!
To My Little Hilary, Thanks for the
pillow. I love it. Love & Sisterhood,
lour Big Patti

Walter/Bartender Wanted. Attractive, trim students wanted for
waiter/bartender work with
prestigious catering firm. Mostly
evenings and weekends, $6.00 hr.
Call Ivy at 484-5227.

To Jews in SEARCH! Why don't we
all get together and explore the
possibilities
face
to
face
somewhere? I guess we're all looking for that special person. Reply
The JEDI

Big Bird, The nest was getting lonely. I'm the last of the good ones and
I'm going CRAZY!! Fledge

Thanks to everyone for making my
celebration one I' ll never forget this is cheaper than writing thankyou notes. Love Ya All, Diane

Ed Slater, You've always done me
right. You are a great guy, your
friend. Mad Mike

the dog or the hour when he shall
come but he shall walk the earth
again as prophesized long ago.
Cobra Will Rise Again!

Needed: A superwoman for si x foot
tall, well-built superman who has it
all in the right places. Are there any
of you still out there? "S"
To Phi Beta Delta Little Sisters:
Congratulations\11 Your hatd work

has paid off, with your efforts our
fraternity
always be the best!
Bob G.

will

Crazy Eddie, You know what the
deal is. Who's number ONE? Mad
Mike
Sully, The world is a stage. lnd ivid ua I ism is where it's at.

Commando

Restaurant Help Wanted.
Servers, Cooks, Hostess. Flexible
hours. Benefits. Fun working atmosphere. (WilJ train. Apply in
person anytime except during
lunch .)
Ground
Round
Restaurant, Rt. 22 East,
Springfield, N.J. (Across from
Channel Lumber.)
$Earn$.
Kean
College
Cooperative Education Program.
Money, job experience, college
credits. Partnership in Career
Development. Apply Office of
Cooperative Education, Townsend
Hall, T-209, Tel. No. 527-2357, ,
Consult with : Dr. M. Helliwell, ·
Director. Co-op Ed TheoryPractice.
Would you enjoy : . . having fun ,
making money, working with great
people, and helping freshmen get
the most out of college life? Then
. .. apply in the Freshman Center,
by Thursday, April 30th to become a peer liaison . .*Must be ENTHUSIASTI C AND A GOOD
COMMUNICATOR with a 2.5
G .P.A.
Wanted: Bilingual receptionist for
chiropractic office. Required:
good typing skills and knowledge
of office procedures. Call (201)
353-3800.

For Sale. '76 Chevy Malibu. Ex-

•
• •
_ _
· ce~lent mechani~al
cond1t1on ,
351
800
0222 reliable transportation . PS-PP-AC.

Order Catalog Today with Visa/MC Of COO
:
5
in calit. 121 31477 -8226 .

B lfti!I
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New brakes and battery. Apprais-

ed at $1500. Will sell for $900. Call
276-3395.

The lndepetident will refuse to Nn FersoMh tfm specific•lly name
.., indiviclual(s> or group(s) in • deroplory fashion. The piper diMWOWS'
penc>Mls tlm do not specific•lly name individum or groups, •nd Duane, It's springtime!! When ya gonna bust out the shorts, hon??!!
disct.ims •ny responsibility for whaltewr inferences rNClen mae.

t--------------------------.

SHOAH

Got to check out those legs!! Should
I give up on "J"? But then Jill never
finds out!! Slobber, slobber, slobber.

Sue
Waaahhh!!! No more gorp!! Will
you shut up already. Canada

A FILM BY CLAUDE LANZMANN

Pam, Good morning. Map
"It's good to be back"
Hey Everybody, Ya come on.
Guess?
Pam, You are my number I. Map P.S.
And don't you fo rget it.
Ray, Many colors and trai ls are coming our way, Mike

"AMONG THE GREATEST FILMS EVER MADE...

Dear Mikey, Sorry about your car.
Bad times come and go. Help you
find another! Mom

'SHOAH' Is the greatest use of film In motion picture history, taking
movies to their highest moral v•ue."
- Gene Slskel, Chicago Tribune

''A monumental documentary... this is a film that must be seen."
-Elie Wiesel,Nobef Peace Prize Winner; 1986

In commemoration of the Holocaust, the Holocaust
Resource Center will have a repeat showing of the film
"Shoah". The film will be shown Monday-Thursday,
April 27-30, 1987 between 9-11:30 a.m. Admlsslo(! is
free. The Center is located on the second floor of the
Thompson Library. For further information, please call
extension 3049.

Dear Lenny, I'm ti red - too many
busi nesses! Love, Gloria
Dear Mike (Rambo) - Please return
your keys before the end of Spring
Break or The Man Behind The Desk
wi ll put out a contract on you . The
Man Behind The Desk
Ray, " Every picture tell s a story
don't it:' Mad Mike
Ray, See any dead flat cats lately?
Eh!!

Thurs., April 9, 1987
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Announcements
Business co-ops
triumph again!
The Office of Cooperative Educafion has had a very busy and productive year at Kean College! Co-op
placements are up 32% over last
year, wit h an increase of approx·
1y 50 stu dents, equalling 215
Imate
this year compared to last year's
figure of 163. As usual, the
Economics and Management
Science Department tops the list
with the most co-op placements for
the Spring semester, 1987 with 36 ;
follCNVed by Political Science/Public
Administration Departments with
18; Communications Department
had 14 co-ops followed by the
Technology Department with 6 coops for a grand total of 80 co-ops
this semester!!
The co-op placement breakdown
is as follows:
1985/86
summer _
20
Fall - 48
·
Spnng - 95
Total _ 16J

Student Organization, Inc. will
be accepting applications for the
awarding of one of the seven
memorial scholarships. The requirements for receiving one of
the awards are·. to be a full-t1·me
student of Kean College, a G.P.A.
of
. 2.0 or above, and involvement
I~ ?.ne or more of the college act Iv Ite
· 1 s cholar1 s. Th e Memona
ships are as follows:
• The Steven Weiss Memorial
Scholarship
• The Michael Cloogher
Memorial Scholarship
• The Jean Durkes Memorial
Scholarship
• The Ann Marie Behm O'Donnell
Memorial Scholarship
• The Dr. John
. O'Meara Memorial
Sc ho Iars h 1p
• The Leonard Andres Memorial
Scholarship
• The Dick E'Errico Memorial
Scholarship
Applicants can be found in the
st uden t rganization
·
Offices, in
O
the College Center, Rm. 128. The
deadline for submitting applications is April 24th at 5:00 p.m.
Descriptions of each of the
Schoars
I
h'Ips can a1so be found in
the Student Org. offices.

NOfICE
To All Students
The last day to submit
Financial Aid documents for
the 1986-87 academic year will
be Monday, April 20th, 1987_
Any 1986-87 forms submitted
after that date will not be
processed.

t------------~
English Student
Association
A
n organizational meeting
will be held April 28, 1987 on
the third floor of the library during college hour.

The office is gearing up for summer and fal I co-op placements at
the moment. Anyone interested in
a cooperative education experience
should contact Dr. Michael G.
Helliwell, Director, Townsend Hall,
Room T-209, telephone number
527-235 7 ASAP!!
"Let's Cooperate Together"

American Marketing
Association
The American Marketing
Association will sponsor a free
t .
S
rip to chaffner EMC Inc., a
Iocal importer and marketing
f ·
company o industrial electronic components. We will
assemble on Tuesday, April 21,
1987 at 1:30 p.m. in Willis Hall ,
Room 403.

of N--- Jersey
Phys Ique con1est
....

Appllcatlon Form

,------------------------,

:-

:I

I

ldtlress

:
I
I

lge_H...h t _ ......, _ S u
Imam to Darryl Y•nt 106 Roten NaN

: ,...,...........,

I
I
I
I

-----------------------~

PART

TIME

JOB

OPPOiiiiiii.i~WITH
5-61 Bay Ave.
Elizabeth, NJ 07201

S d
tu ent Organization
Class Officer Elections
Elections will be held on
Tuesday, Apr·,, 28, 1987 ·,n
Sloan Lounge, College Center
starting 9:00 a.m. to 5 p.m. for
president, vice-president,
treasurer, secretary, and council representatives. (Proper I.D.
required, Kean I.D. or license).
Class officer speeches will
be held on Tuesday, April 21 ,
1987 in Sloan Lounge, College
Center at 1:40 p.m.
Graduate Students: Please note that

• Who has the greatestfootball throw. (Sign up)

DIFFERENT SHIFTS AVAILABLE

W•::-:::

schedu~ into our schedule.

• John Kolisch, internationally acclaimed hypnotist, in
action.
• New Life Ensemble.

Refreshments galore and
more. Be a part of it and
bridge the gap!

1------------Surrogate Motherhood
The Case of Baby M
Discussed by Lisa McCauley Parles
from the Women's Rights Litigation
Clinic, Rutgers University-Who filed an Amicus Curiae brief in the matter of Baby M .

the Foreign Languages Dept. is offering for the Fall '87 Semester

Tuesday, April 21, 1987
Noon • Downs Hall, Room A

History of the Spanish Language

Sponsored by

the Women's Resource Center
SP5110: "An introduction to the
historical development of Spanish 1 - - - - - - - - - - - to its present day usage. Course conducted in Spanish." This course will
be offered on Wed nesdays 5-7:30
p.m. in Hutchinson U). It has no
prerequisites except that it is taught
in Spanish. For further information
please contact Dr. 0. Edreira'.
5??-3185 or 527-2318, or Dr. S.
Aleman 527-2117 or 527-2185.

Atencion estudiantes graduados de
habla espanola o estudiantes
graduados que hablen espanol:
Durante el proximo semestre, " Fall "
del 1987 se ofrecera el curso
" History of the Spanish Language"
SP5110. Este curso sera dictado en
espanol yes de suma utilidad para
aquellos que deseen ampliar sus
conocimientos del idioma materno
o de una segunda lengua: el espanol. En general, se tratara sobre
los origenes del espanol hasta su
estado actual haciendo enfasis en su
proceso historico y en su relacion
con el ingles. Este curso se de
utilidad extrema para los estudiantes que piensen ensenar tanto en ingles como en espanol, o para aquellos que esten interesados en el
desarrollo historico de esta lengua.

MANAGEMENT

POSITIONS

!:1~::.

event will take place on April
21, 1987 at Willis Hall in Room
411 at 1:40 p.m. All · are
welcome!!

-~AICICAQEsma,TRANSPORTATION

ROADWAY PACKAGE SYSTEM

• PACKAGE HANDLERS-

Supermarkets General. Topic
to be discussed: "What

Golden
Opportunity
For All
D Day 4-23-87
In The Quad
See:

• The fraternity, sorority,
group spirit hour.
• Solo performance by Paul
1-------------..J1------------.....J Brown and Chris Tremble.

Annual
Mle and Mrs.
Kean CO11ege

College, and Dr. Maurice Hartley,
Associate Dean of Special Programs, Rutgers University, will be on
campus for two days, May 7th and
May 8th, acting as outside
consultants.

Guest speaker Mr. Harvey
Gutman, Vice Pres,·dent for
Business Developm.e nt, Drug
Merchandising Division of

Managers Are Looking for In
College Graduates." This

198611987
Summer
Fall _ - 75
Spring_60
Total_ 80
215
The Cooperative Education Pro- i - - - - - - - - - - - - - . . . 1 . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1
gram is also undergoing an internal
audit as implemented by the
Cooperative Education Task Force
since the Fall semester, 1986. This
distinguished group of faculty and
administrators has been analyzing
and evaluating the program from a
crosscurricular/centralizati on/resource perspective. The final task
force report is due thi s May!
In addition to the internal audit,
a team of professional academicians
has been contracted to evaluate the
program from an external perspective. Dr. Peter Gotlieb, Director of
Cooperative Education, St. Peter's

S.A.M.
(Society for Advancement
)
Of M
, anagement
' Presents"

P--

FULL 6 PART TIME POSITIONS
COLLEGE STUDENTS
R-•Y
S y -. Inc., a new
•dependent •••idiary of Roadway
Semc:n, Inc., 1181 Ille Sfflall
peck- merkat. 1181 cllalleft9ong

_,..,,..__.., _____

The Independent will help
you find the man or woman
you've been looking for! All
youdoisfilloutadatelinepersonal telling a little bit about
yourselfandwhattypeofperson you're looking for.
If they are interested in you , ·
they will come to the Independent office and leave
you a letter or personal. We
will not give your address,
name or phone number
away! Every week, you can
check at the Indy office for
your respondents. There is a
25t charge for each dateline
personal.

• Hou<s may change -

• STARTING RA TE: $7:00/Hr.
• 5 DAY WORK WEEK - Mondl!JY thru Friday
Opportunities for advancement into part time
• management positions and career opportunities
in operations, sales .. following graduation.
FOR INTERVIEW APPOINTMENT CALL

T h e ~ - - - lor: di1~tct,ing. - - - ifllMKing

-•~

-8geffletlt,
- . and
lorcevarioua
- ad111inisuativ•
mandu11H. po.ii- will . - .,.

- . . , o r _ , o r - • v e t - •The ideal - • will be enargetic

M,dworking and 9oel •oriented.

good COff'NltUNCataons • • • is ••sent11I.
We of!er an escellent compensation and
~•••• package. Oua&itied candidates

:,o;:,~n~J;:-

:,Cluding

IOIDWIY PICUGE

Roadway Package System

Come Grow
With Us!

201 351-3985

NI EOIMl Cll'f'Qlffl.NTY/AFFRMTM" ACT10# EMPl.OYEff

Come Grow
With Us!

A

llA/85 clegree_or ,,..,."!!',!•degree w,th

sal•

ma INC.

5-61 Bay Avenue,

Ellzabeth, N.J. 07201
Attn: Terminal Mgr.
"" (Ol.o>IO:>oo,tu,1,,1,-1
Aftwff'~A(t CM(ffiO,Ovl"f

.$$$$
Discover the new way to
buy your next car.
No more shopping
around.
Call me and I will bring the
car of your choice to you.
Lowest prices.
Call 589-7456 ask for
J.R. or leave message.
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Comics ....- - - - - - - - - - - - - cLtFF's
CREW
........--------~......,........----- ---- - -,--------..-, r r - - - - - By
- Vince
- -Jones
~
OUT OF 3/ RESPECT£l' PEOPLE OUR CREATOR
OF OURS SURVEYED, WE !{AVE TIIE PESULTS..

/8% ON CROCODILE JJUNPEE FOR THE PK.K..

~ GOES 1V ''TR)f{SFa<NERS

TT/£ MOV/£ .

EK/CAN TAIL THOSE

JS% TO £AQ-l OF nt£ FOLLOWING fLJCKS .. .
BACK 10 5CHOOL,FEKRIS W£Lil/t'5 f'AY OFF
J STAR TR[K IV...
wrru "LITTLE 5HOP OF HORJ?()RS B£COMN5

- - O N £ NOR£.

Altered States

By Patrick Ochs

Disproving old myths

Pandemonium

By C.M. DiMattina

-[ recrt-

For all the guys with big heads.

"What you don't know can 't hurt you."

Stuff

By Jennifer Rodi

. M1
I

,JIOU (; f.lT S

£,CACTl.y ~
e::,
0
0

The Indy staff wishes
everyone an enjoyable
and safe Spring_Break '87!
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---------' Intramural and recreational sports-------

Meet our Supervisors II
On Sundays, the informal recreational program is supervised by Ken
Bordfeld. Ken is a junior physical
therapy student from Tinton Falls,
New Jersey. He has been with the
department
of
intramuralrecreational sports for four

semesters, with two semesters as a
supervi sor. Ken has a variety of interests. They include orthopedic
phsycial therapy, running and
racquetball.
Fred Jesch supervises the East
Campus weight room on Monday

Sweet Revenge ousted
from Budweiser Tournament
Sweet Revenge, the champion of
the 1987 intramural basketball
team, lost in the third round of play
of the Budweiser Tournament. The
team won in the first round of play,
beating Cook College 92-78. Sweet
Revenge then lost to Livingston College. Livingston College moves on
to the final four in Princeton.
Sweet Revenge has been paced
all season by Bill Feehan, who scor-

ed thirty-two points on Monday and
twenty-€ight points on Thursday.
Fred Munoz and Carlos Sravedra
were the point guards for the team
and lead Sweet Revenge's high scoring offense all season. Kevin Dugan
and Mike Brennen have been the
team's leading rebounders and insi de scorers.
Congratulations to the team for an
outstanding season.

thru Thursday evenings. He hails
from Nutley, New Jersey and is a
junior majoring in Management
Science. After graduation Fred plans
to move to sunny California to pursue a business career. He currently
enjoys weight lifting, music and a

NOTICE
All Informal Recreation
Facilities Will Be Closed
For Spring Break On
Friday, April 10th
at 4:00 P.M. All Facilities
Will Reopen On
Monday, April 20th.

variety of outdoor activities. And · the department of intramuralladies - you may remember Fred recreational sports in the capacity
as the guy with the snake in the All of sports club supervisor. He has
been with our department for two
Male Revue last Thursday .. .
Michael Haber is a junior years in a n·u mber of positions.
marketing major from Toms ~iver, Mike's hobbies include darts,
New Jersey. He currently works for frisbee and working out when he
can.

!! Remember!!

Correction

Volleyball and Softball
schedules shou ld be
picked up in the
Department of
Intramural-Recreational
Sports, DJ\ngola Gym,
Room 104 after noon
on Fridays.

The article in the March 26th
issue of the Independent regarding the Leukemia benefit on
Sunday, March 22nd was
inaccurate in one important
statement - the event was
organized and monies raised by
both Sigma Beta Tau AND
Sigma Theta Chi and not by one
fraternity as was stated.

THE NOT TtCllETTO f'!cf!f!n':!,

Co-Ed
Football
Cheerleader
Tryouts
Under new direction

IS99/

THI/T'SSOME

NIIIHBEl(l
Monday, April 27
through
Friday, May 1st
Upstairs gym
East Campus
5:00-7:00
All 5 practices required

Try-Outs
Monday, May 4
5:00-7:00

Kean tramples
Rutgers

lcelandair Direct to Luxembourg from New York
is only $599 round trip!
• Free express motorcoaches to Germany, Holland and Belgium.
• Only $15 by train to Switzerland and France. Economical
Eurailpasses are available.
• Kemwel Rent-A-Cars with no mileage charge start at only $79 per
week short tertn arid even lower for long term rentals.*
• Prepaid Hotelpak coupons, start at only $26.00 per night in 19
European Countries.**
• Our unrestricted fares are also super low priced to Paris and
Frankfurt.
• We fly from New York, Chicago, Boston, Baltimore/Washington
and Orlando.
~

ICELANDAIR,,.
(

CALL ICE FOR THE PRICE AT 1-800-223-5500 OR YOUR TRAVEL AGENT.
Fare facts : Super Apex Fare is valid •6f1/87 thru 9r7187. 7 day minimum/60 day maximum. Payment 14 days prior to departure. Fares subject to
change. Penalty for cancellation, $3 departure tax and $10 U.S._ customs/immigration fee. Limit_ed availability, other restrictions may apply.
• Prkes based on rate of o/Change _2111187. ••Reserv~t1ons subJect to ava1lab1hty. Full refunds with a 14 day prior cancellation .

the Kean College softball team
split a doubleheader with Dowling
9-0, 7-9, and trampled conference
opponent Rutgers-Newark 20-0 this
week to up its record to 11-7. The
team is being led by sophomore pitching star Janice Lemchak (so.,
Wayne) who has a 2.35 ERA and has
pitched all 113 innings for the
Cougars. Lemchak is batting .447.
Co-captain s Janice Higgings (sr.,
New Providence) and Jill Demark
(jr., Springfield) are each contributing to Kean 's winning ways.
Higgins is batting .417 and has 17
RBI while centerfielder Demark has
a .353 batting average.
Catcher Diane Pona (so.,
Bayonne) led the way in the 20-0
victory at Rutgers-Newark with a 2
for 2 performance at the plate and
2 walks. She scored three times.
Disappointed with her team's 7-9
loss to Dowling, Coach Cyndi
Gramlich-Covello was thrilled with
the Cougars' performance on Friday.
" That was a nice way to open conference play," she remarked . The
squad hosts Glassboro in a conference doubleheader on Tuesday
and then travels to Hofstra and
William Paterson (another Conference doubleheader).
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Sports
Cougars defense, pitching must improve to challenge in N.J.S.A.C.
At the beginning of the 1987
baseball season, Coach Jim Hazlet
felt that the pitching staff was going
to be the strongpoint of a you ng
Cougars team, with the hitting being the major question mark. With
veteran tri-Captain Ed Gryzbowski
(Linden), Ri ch Stroka (so., Carteret),
Jim Landolf (so., Mapleshade), Tom
Barrett (sr., Scotch Pl ains), and
senio r tri-Captain Tom Owens
(Maplewood), Coach Hazlet had
, every reason to be ecstatic. But as
the team made its way back from a
six-day, ten game stint in Florida
there was a surprising bit of irony.
The hitting .was better than average,
while the Kean mound woes
con tinued .
The defense, very consistent in
Florida, has had its problems back
in Jersey. But with the number of
talented starters and reserves on the
bench; Hazlet feels the play will improve as the players mature and the
weather improves.

Rich Tejeda ss. • - T.J. has once
again proven thus far to be the leadoff batter the Cougars need, with a
.320 average on 16 hits, 9 walks and
2 triples. But 9 errors are a major
concern . Alan Sherb c.!'Puppy" has
adjusted great from the move from
third base to catcher. After sufferi ng
from a stomach virus down south,
he has a .358 avg. with 11 assists and
only 2 errors.
Marc Crisafi lb, DH - Has been
the Cougars most productive hitter.
.358 on 17 hits, 2 HRs, 21 RBIs
and a .681 SLg pct. , playing better
than expected at first base. John
Nalbone LF - The junior tri-captain
leads the team in hits (21), and
average (.3 89) . He has hit safely in
fifteen of Kean's seventeen games
with 9 RBI s.
Pete Papcun 38 - " Peter Pap"
has ~it well , (.302) including a 4 hit
performance vs. Barry, but has
struggled a bit at third (.870) field ing
pct.

Ed Gryzbowski O F,P - After an
All-State performance in 86 ; " Griz "
is now starting to find the groove.
A .302 average will surely climb as
the weather and the pressure warms
up. He holds a 3-0 pitching log with
4.20 e.r.a. and 12 strikeouts.
Tom Owens OF,P "Marty
Head" has yet to get on track at the
plate, but a tape measure home run
vs. St. Peters should help him get on
track. 1-2 on the hill with 12 K's.
Greg luzzolino 28 - " Oo zy"
has been a hot hitter of late, an
average close to .300 on 11 hits.
Might be the best defensive second
baseman in conference.
Ted Hadyka DH, 18 - Ted has
been a pleasant surprise for Kean.
The freshman from Hopatcong
sports an average over .300 on 13
hits and 8 RBI s.
Derek Muller ss. - The talented
freshman from Westfield hit fantastic down south but has since
cooled. Solid play at shortstop

Spring sports update:
A great week for the Cougars

could keep him in the lineup.
Al Moller C, Of - "Monte" had
a big day against Leman and -earned the nod in right, but an ankle injury has taken a bite out of hi s playing time. Should return for Camden
on Thursday.
Mike Iezzi 38 - The All Conference linebacker in football has
had a rough start so far but hi s stick
is starting to come alive.
Paul Reilly OF - The talented
transfer from Upsala has been a
mystery. He has played superb
defense in centerfield, but hitting
has had trouble lately. Could start
if attendance was better.
Joe Deanni OF - has filled in admirably when called upon, avg.
close to .300 also.
Dave Dece)les OF - A good
looking freshman with a great arm
and some pop in his bat. "Gilbert"
will see more time as the season
progresses.
Tom Black ss., 28-Limited play-

ing time, but has good . range at
short.
M ike Crowley C-Has done a
good job helping the pitches. Only a frosh, Mike is a good athlete
with great fundamentals.
Mike Camiche ~ ss, 28 - Mike
has worked hard to improve his
fielding; only a freshman , he can
only get better.
Rich Stroka P-Has pitched in
tough luck. Must cut down on his
walks. Very talented, "Strok" will be
counted on to pitch in big games.
Tom Barrett - Tom has pitched
very well thus far. (2-1) 16K's.
John Haraka - The stopper in
the Cougar bullpen, a lively fastball
and a team-leading 2.53 era.
Jim Landolf - The hard throwing
righty has yet to get on track (0-2)
but his athletic ability will pull him
through .
H ermes Pineda - Has been a
DH and pitcher. Performance will
improve in time.

Analysis:

A tribute to Sugar Ray
Ray proved he could successfully
avoid the ropes and corners and that
Boxing is an extremely deep form he could slug Hagler without being
of human nature. A fight is a classic hit himself, Hagler grew confused
confrontation between two in- and later desperate. When Hagler
dividuals where the stronger, in most was able to trap Leonard a few times
cases, survives. However, the more late, Leonard clearly won the exintelligent of the two competitors changes with his dazzling hand
will always win . The smart man will speed and exceptionally accurate
expose the strong man's weak- combinations.
The amazingly conditioned
nesses and subsequently expose
them for victory. Whichever contes- Leonard tasted victory as early as
tant can perform this magnificent round nine when he triumphantly
feat faster is the smarter, because raised legendary weapons skyward
once a man's flaws are exposed, as he strolled to his corner. Hagler's
doubts are formed, and then defeat ineffecth1eness seemed to increase
as the fight aged, and after the final
is irreversible.
What happened in Las Vegas bell it was Marvin who unMonday night follows this line of customarily congratulated Sugar
thinking. The amazing Sugar Ray Ray Leonard. Although the decision
Leonard somehow defied Father was ridiculously split, it was clearTime's five-year layoff by maintain- ly unanimous, in my eyes as well as
ing his pinpoint timing and uncan- the rest of the crowd's, at the theatre
ny reflexes to clearly and convinc- where I observed the spectacle.
ingly defeat the stronger yet men- Afterward, Hagler's pleas that he was
tally weaker Marvin H·agler. Leonard robbed were noticeably insincere.
beautifully executed the strategy,, Marvin Hagler knew he was beaten
which took four years to devise, to by a better rnan. But Marvin, don't
worry. It's completely understanabsolute perfection.
Hagler entered the Caesar's dable to lose to such a legendary
Palace ring believing he would stop and immortal boxing wizard as the
Leonard early. And many boxing ex- great Sugar Ray Leonard . Hats off to
perts agreed. However, once Sugar Sugar Ray!

By Mark Malinowski

Softball
The Cougar Softball team had a
3-0 week upping their record to 9-6.
Kean pitcher Janice Lemchak (so.,
Wayne) hurled all three wins. In a
6-1 victory over Seton Hal I she
allowed only four hits. The team
then overpowered Monmouth in a
doubleheader 7-0, 14-1. Lemchak
allowed only two hits in the 14-1
win . Sara Smith hit a 3-run homer
in the fifth inning of the 7-0 game,
while Lemchak went 2 for 3 at the

plate. In the second game the
leading batters were Mary Ellen Fata
(so., E. Hanover) and Sue Stump
(so., Parsippany) who each had 2
RBIs and went 2 for 3. Kean plays
Wagner and Dowling at home this
week before travelling to RutgersNewark and Ursinus.

Tennis
The Tennis team (1-0) is off to a
good start this year with a 5-1 vie-

tory over John Jay college. The newly elected captains of the Cougars,
Lars Malmstrom (so., Absecon) and
Tom Garone (jr., Middletown) each
had fairly easy matches. Malmstrom
won 6-3, 6-1 at #3, and #5. Garone
defeated his opponent 6-2, 6-3. Joe
Grande (fr., Westfield) won his college debut 6-3, 3-6, 6-1 at #2 . Allan
Keich (jr., Bound Brook) was awarded the Kean College Male Ath lete
of the Week for his 4-6, 6-2, 7-6 victory at the #4 slot. Kean hosts Trenton and Rutgers-Camden thi s week.

Kean lacrosse team rolls on
The Cougars are piling up wins
almost as rapidly as they are knocking down opposing players. The
Cougars opened the season with
wins against Widener, Manhattanville and Marist and continued in
their winning ways by trouncing
Stevens Tech and Fordham University last week.
The Cougars traveled up to
Hoboken on Saturday, March 28th,
to challenge the Stevens Tech Ducks
and were determined not to return
without a victory. The Cougars were
a bit sluggish at first (main ly due to
a little too much pre-game celebrating on Friday night) but it was
only a matter of time before their explosive offense captu red complete
control of the game. The Cougars'
offense sco red a total of 14 goa ls
against the Ducks' 3. Scoring for
Kean was mainly done by Bernard
Bragen (jr., Midfield) and Carl Dyer
(jr., Attack) who each had a hat tri ck.
Kevin Doyle (jr., Attack) continued
hi s offensive prowess and sco red
two goals for the Cougars. Also scoring for the Cougars were Lawlor
Nolley, Devries, Murphy, Silver,
Castles and McGrath, each hitting
the back of the net once. Let the
record show that McGrath is a
defensive player, and the scoring of
a goal by a defenseman is an
outstanding feat in itself. As is evident by the score, the defensive unit
played an outstanding game once

again. For the benefit of those per- smoking 2 past the Rams' goalie
before calling it a day. Also scoring
sons who did not read last week's
for Kean were Lawlor, Devries,
article, the defensive nucleus consists of Post, Donovan , Reilly, Castles, Silver and Dyer, each with
one goal. Jeff Lawlor also led the
Feulnor, Freedman, and Sullivan, all
of whom share the responsibility of team with assists, as he has consistently done throughout the
keeping opposing teams away from
season, showing his undying desire
the goal. James (New Wave) Dunne
to win and hi s acceptance of the
played another excellent game, as
role as quarterback of the offense.
we are becoming accustomed to, by
only allowing 3 goals and acquir- James Dunne played another extraordinary game; although allowing 19 saves. It should also be noted
ing 8 goals, he accumulated 28
that Kean's "B" team also
saves during the contest. The
humiliated the Ducks by defeating
their " B" team by a score of 16-2. Cougar Laxers left the Bronx a little
banged up and a little wiser about
Overall, it was a very long afternoon
• taking a team lightly, but with a vicfor Stevens Tech Lacrosse.
tory just the same.
The Cougars' record now stands
The Cougars then ventured up to
at 5-0, one of the best records in the
the Bronx to take on Fordham
area. In the next several weeks,
University. It was no Fort Apache,
which the Cougars play five conbut a battle just the same. The Forsecutive conference games, which
dham Rams di splayed a style out of
will ultimately determine the
play quite similar to that of Kean 's
likelyhood of post season play for
bone-crushing, knock 'e m down
the Cougars. The Cougars have a
type of defense. Thi s was the
number of home games in the near
Cougars' most physica l game to
future (all of which are played at
date, but when the smoke cleared,
East Campus, Pingry School), where
and the bodies were removed, the
the fans are encouraged to· come
scoreboa rd read : Kean 13, Fordham
8. The Cougars were once again vie-· out and help support the team. Fan
support plays a cru cia l role in many
torious. Scoring for Kean was mainLacrosse games and is greatl y aply done by one individual , Kevin
preciated by the administration and
Doyle (jr., Attack), who netted a
the team . We here at the Indepentotal of 6 goals and one assist. He
dent are looking forward to a
is beginning to tap his potential,
Knickerbocker Championship for
and thus far has only touched the
the Cougars in '87, and, as always,
surface. Ri chard Nolley (so., Midare forever optimistic.
field) ass isted in the scoring by

Janice Lemchak named female athlete
Janice Lemchak (so., Wayne), the
star pitcher for the Kean College
Softball team (11-7) has been named Female Athlete of the Week.
Lemchak, batti ng .447 on the

seaso n, went· 7 for 8 in a
doubleheader the Cougas split
with Dowling last week; 9-0, 7-9;
and then batted 2 for 3 and pitched a no-hitter in the Cougars' 20-0

victory over conference opponent
Rutgers-Newark. She currently has
a 2.35 ERA and has pitched all 113
innings of play for Kean.

Nalbone homer cages Lions 12-9
Ewing-John Nalbone (jr., Trenton)
smacked three hits including a
towering three-run home run off
reliever Kevin Petra's first offering in
the fifth inning to lead the Cougars
(9-10) over Trenton State 12-9. Marc
Crisafi (fr., Union) and Alan Sherb
(so., Clark) both continued their hot
hitting by stroking three hits apiece.
Crisafi also had three RBI s. Greg
luzzolino (jr., Sayreville) had a big
two-run single, followed by Ed
Grzybowski 's rbi double in Kean 's
seven run first inning. Pete Papcun
(fr., Bayonne) also contributed two
hits for Kean. Tom Barrett picked up
the win, but needed superb relief
help from Tom Owens who closed
the door to pick up the save. Ken
Nelson had four hits for T.S.C.

Box Score

Kean 12
ab
r
h
rbi
Tejeda ss
3
2
0
0
Sherb c
5
0
3
0
Crowley er.
0
3
0
0
Nalbone If
5
3
3
3
Crisafi lb
5
1
3
3
Hadyka dh
4
1
0
0
luzzolino 2b 3
1
1
2
Papcun 3b
4
0
2
1
Gryzbski cf
4
1
1
1
Stroka rf
3
0
0
1
Game Winning RBI-Nalbone (2)
E-Nalbone, Papcun
2B-Crisafi, Gryzbowski
HR-Nalbone (1)
SB-luzzolino (2), Nalbone (3)
Barrett (W 3-1)
Owens (S 1)

Al Scherb named
male athlete of the week
Al Scherb (so., Clark), the catcher
for the Kean College Baseball team
(9-10) has been named the Male
Athlete of the Week.
Scherb, who has hit in 9 con-

secutive games, led the team to a
12-9 victory over conference rival
Trenton on Friday. He hit 3 for 5 in
that game, and batted .600 on the
week. Currently he is batting .400
on the season.

